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Abstract. Rapid technological developments caused the increasing number of computerized data processing. 
With the increasing complexity of business processes, business process management technologies such as 
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) are increasingly being used. This resulted in the availability of data 
more abundant so that excavation and search information from the dataset will be a valuable knowledge. In 
this paper, we have done the process mining to obtain an interesting pattern of event log data. In this 
research, data mining method that we are used is the sequential pattern mining algorithm using FP-Growth-
Prefix Span. In addition, we are also used the fuzzy approach to handle the time interval of the analyzed data, 
so that the sequential pattern that produced become fuzzy time-interval sequential pattern. The application of 
these methods in a business processes that produce fuzzy time interval sequential pattern. From the analysis, 
the result shown that there is a minimum effect on the pattern of the resulting support. Furthermore, the 
results of the analysis can be used as consideration in the analysis of business processes.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Along with the development of computer technology is increasingly rapidly over the past few years, business 
process management technology is also increasingly being used [1], [2]. It was also in line with the number of 
existing business processes. With the business process management technology, a company can build and update 
any information in the business process quickly included in the repository model of the process so that every service 
provided by these companies can change rapidly. 

Increasing use of business process management technology can be seen from the many companies that work with 
automation performance for their company. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a popular example of the use of 
business process management technology. This technology is applied by many large companies. A large company 
would have hundreds or even thousands of business processes. Discover and analyze the similarity of the collection 
process owned businesses will be very useful for the company. For example, when several companies have different 
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business processes to join, it must be known to the similarity of business processes across the enterprise so that it 
can know where the business processes of a company can be incorporated. In the end, processing and in-depth 
analysis of the collection of existing business process models into a valuable knowledge. Processing and analysis 
can be done by applying data mining [2]. 

Data mining is the process of extracting important information or patterns in the databases. The application of 
data mining in the business process model is expected to be able to gather information and analyze the results to 
improve the efficiency, notice the trend and determine the standardization of business processes. Based on previous 
studies [2], it is said that in measuring the similarity value of business processes used integration metric between 
semantic and structural similarity. The integration of semantic and structural similarity is done by weighting the 
value. In this study, a clustering technique based on the distance between two similar entities using graph partition 
method was used. This method is usually used when the cluster object is difficult to be represented into mathematics 
form. The distance which is used in the clustering process based on the similarity of each analyzed model and 
business processes sets with high similarity would be one cluster [3]. Moreover, there are several researches about 
business process analysis by using process mining, i.e., [4]. In this research, we use data mining technique to 
analyze business process sequential through event log data. 

One of task in data mining can be used is sequential pattern mining. Sequential pattern mining is useful to get 
pattern on event sequential that applied when the usage software recorded on an event log. From those patterns can 
be used to find the user trends in utilizing software for fraud detection [5], next event transaction and others. One of 
the successes of the business process is the regularity of the transaction process. The transactions or events pattern 
that occurs in the business process model is usually portrayed in a sequential pattern. In this research, we use 
sequential pattern mining as data mining method by using FP-Growth-Prefix-Span algorithm because it has better 
performance than other algorithm such as GSP and other Apriori-like algorithms, Free-Span, or SPADE [6][7].  
Sequential pattern indicates that the transaction in the business process usually occurs serially over the time. We 
need to further analyze the effect of the length of time between the occurrences of the events in the event log, 
whether short, medium or long. Therefore, we utilize the fuzzy time approach to analyze this data and use fuzzy 
time interval-PrefixSpan algorithm in [7] to find the fuzzy time interval sequential patterns on event log data.   

BASIC THEORY AND RELATED RESEARCH 

Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) 

Data Mining is the extraction process or patterns of important information in large databases [8]. Data mining is 
one step in the process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) to find useful patterns. Data Mining is also 
defined as a process that uses a variety of data analysis tools to find patterns and relationships of data that can be 
used to make exact predictions. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is the process of finding useful 
information and patterns that exist in the data. KDD is a process that consists of a series of sequential, iterative 
process, and data mining is one step in the KDD process [8]. The stages sequentially KDD process can be seen in 
Figure 1 (a). 

Business Process, Mining Process and Sequential Pattern 

Business process consists of a series of activities were carried out with the coordination of organizational and 
technical environment. These activities together build business goals. Every business process defined by the 
organization, but can interact with business processes implemented by other organizations. Business processes have 
specific input and output, resources, and has activities in a certain order [9]. 

A business process model consists of a series of activities models and constraint execution between all of them. 
The example of business process is a real case in the operational business of companies, consisting of examples of 
activities. Each business process model acts as the blueprint for a series of example of business processes, and each 
model activities act as a blueprint for a series of examples of activities. Business process consists of various 
activities in accordance with business objectives. Such activities could be a system of activities, activities of user 
interaction such as sending packets to a business associate, or manual activities. Manual activities are not supported 
by the information system. An example of business process model is shown in Figure 1 (b). 
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FIGURE 1. (a) KDD Process [8] and an example of business process model [9]. 
 

Process mining is used to analyze the existing business processes based on the event log. On the process mining, 
the observations were made on the business processes that have been computerized. With this way, the new process 
structure can be found which is previously unrecognized happening. Based on a frequency of information flow that 
occurs and consistent cycle, it can be seen whether the business processes implemented by the information system in 
accordance with the guidelines of the organization or vice versa. 

Sequential pattern is a list of the order set items. In a business process, a sequential pattern defined as an instance 
B in an active process p after the completion of instance A at p. The transaction pattern or events that occur in the 
business process model is usually portrayed in a sequential pattern. Sequential pattern indicates that the transaction 
usually occurs serially over time. Therefore, sequential pattern analysis of business processes based on 
chronological order or sequential of the occurrence of a transaction. Given a minimum support is positive integer as 
the support threshold and a sequence α-called sequential pattern in a sequence database  if

. 

Mining Fuzzy Time Interval Sequential Patterns using Prefix-Span Algorithm 

Yen-Liang, et. al. have developed Prefix-Span based algorithm to find sequential pattern with fuzzy time interval, 
namely FTI-Prefix-Span algorithm with steps as follow[7]:   
1. Determine linguistic term from time interval of linguistic variable then find the degree or value of membership 

through a membership function. 
2. Build fuzzy time interval sequence database 
3. Find all frequent items in fuzzy time interval sequence database, so that discovered sequential pattern of fuzzy 

time interval length-1. Then, count frequencies of each item in fuzzy time interval sequence database. All items 
with  value   are elements from sequential pattern length-1. Sequential pattern 
length-1 obtained can be considered as prefix. 

4. For search space by using the prefix obtained in step 1. The prefixes will continually changes as the iteration 
process of finding a sequential pattern length-k with . 

5. To search space prefix 1, get subsets sequential pattern using projected sequence database fuzzy time interval. 
The database is projected formed by taking the suffix of sequence databases based prefix obtained in the 
previous step. Then, calculate the degree of membership of each item for each linguistic term in the database 

Sales 

Expected Sales Rate 

Desired Acquisition Rate 

Inventory Adjusment 

Order Rate 

Strike 

Supply Line 

Delay 
Inventory  

Supply Line Adjustment 
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projected sequential fuzzy time interval. Use the definition 5 to find support for each linguistic term. Support 
with linguistic terms greater than or equal to the minimum support is a member of a fuzzy time interval 
sequential pattern length-2. Then, make a sequential pattern obtained as a new prefix for the next search. The 
next projected databases established by the new prefix are generated. Next, do the search process is repeated in 
this subset. 

6. Do a search for other prefixes sequential pattern (sequential pattern length-1) and a search process as in step 3. 

RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

In mining fuzzy time intervals sequential pattern required on business processes analysis and design are good, 
ranging from system analysis to software design. Explanations related to it will be described as follows. 

Software Analysis and Design  

The purpose of modeling analysis is to explain the systematic analysis of the passage of the application to be 
made. The following image is given use case and activity diagrams for extracting application fuzzy time interval 
sequential pattern as seen in Figure 2.  

Database design made when the used data is a collection of various interconnected tables and forms a large 
database. In this study, we made simple database design because the used data only an event log table. Then, we 
perform the preprocessing data design that provides an explanation of the process that we made from the initial data, 
thus this data can be used in the data mining process. In this research, the used data from an excel file with only one 
sheet or table consist two attributes such as task (events/instances) and time-stamp. This data is about the company’s 
business process which is generated as previously event log but has normalized [10]. The task consists of eight 
activities of business process such as Register, Analyze Defect, Repair (Complex), Test Repair, Inform User, 
Archive Repair, Repair(Simple), and Restart Repair. Number of this record data is 11.854 records. Furthermore, we 
do some data processes such as data cleaning and data transformation so that sequential time interval database 
formed as much as 1.103 records. On the data mining process design, we perform mining sequential pattern using 
mining fuzzy time interval sequential pattern algorithm. The steps of data mining process are import data, mining 
sequential pattern mining length-1, mining fuzzy time interval sequential pattern length-2 and length more than two. 
Linguistic terms that will be used for linguistic variable time interval are short, middle and long which is defined by 
following membership function [7], 
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FIGURE 2. Generally Framework of Mining Fuzzy Time Interval Sequential Pattern  

The result of mining sequential pattern for business process using system that we built can be seen in Table 1 
when given minimum support is 50%. From Table 1, it describes that all attributes of business process on event log 
data generates only 20 attributes as shown in Table 1 with a given minimum support is 0.5 or 50% from the number 
of datasets. Moreover, it can be seen that Register, AnalyzeDefect and Register.short.AnalyzeDefect are attributes 
which are strongly recommend become factors in the analysis of business process because it have support value 
equal to 1. Figure 3 (a) shows the relation between minimum support and number of generated sequential pattern. 
This graph explains that the number of generated sequential patterns is decrease when the minimum support value is 
increase because the support value of sequential pattern is smaller than the given minimum support values and it 
means that mining sequential pattern mining can be used for analysis business process on event log data. Figure 3 
(b) mean about the less time it takes to find a fuzzy time interval sequential pattern when the minimum support 
value is increase is due to there are a lot of sequential pattern with the support value is below the given minimum 
support, thus generated sequential pattern is decrease. When sequential pattern length-k produced is low then the 
searching process of sequential pattern length-(k + 1) will be faster. It means that by using fuzzy time interval can be 
optimized the performance of mining sequential pattern mining on event log data. 

 
Table 1. Generated Sequential Pattern when minimum support = 0.5 

Sequential Pattern Support Sequential Pattern Support  

Register 1 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect,short, AnalyzeDefect 0,57  

AnalyzeDefect 1 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect, long,TestRepair 0,910  

Repair(Complex) 0,596 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect, long, InformUser 0,949  

TestRepair 0,998 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect, long, ArchieveRepair 0,905  

InformUser 0,998 
Register,short,AnalyzeDefect,short, 
AnalyzeDefect,long,TestRepair 0,743 

 

ArchieveRepair 0,905 
Register,short,AnalyzeDefect,short, 
AnalyzeDefect,long,TestRepair,long,InformUser 0,776 

 

Register,short,AnalyzeDefect 1 
Register,short,AnalyzeDefect,short, 
AnalyzeDefect,long,TestRepair,long,ArchieveRepair 0,902 

 

Initial import data 

Cleaning and Transformation 

Build Sequence database 

Set minimum support with fuzzy time interval to find 
sequential patterns with length=1 and make into prefix  

Count support each pattern 

Build Projected Database 

Find all fuzzy sequential patterns  
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Register,long,TestRepair 0,909 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect,short, AnalyzeDefect 0,57  

Register,long,InformUser 0,949 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect, long,TestRepair 0,910  

Register,long,ArchieveRepair 0,905 Register,short,AnalyzeDefect, long, InformUser 0,949  

 
 
 

 
 

(a) (b) 
FIGURE 3. (a) Relation between minimum support and sequential pattern and (b) Relation between minimum 

support and run time 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have applied fuzzy time interval Prefix-Span based algorithm to discover sequential patterns on 
event log data. The steps taken are cleaning and transformation for initial event log data, build sequence database, 
set and count fuzzy support parameter, build projected database, and find all sequential patterns. Based on the result 
of system testing, it can be concluded that using fuzzy approach through time interval show that sequential pattern 
obtained is decreased because the given minimum support values are based on fuzzy time interval. The minimum 
support value depends on the result and time searching of fuzzy time interval sequential pattern. If sequential pattern 
has high support values and coverage almost all events or instance from business process then this minimum support 
called as the best minimum support. And the result of mining sequential pattern can be considered to change or 
update an existing business process. 
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